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As many of you know,

Mission

has an annual board meeting which
somelimes includcs an open seminar.
lhat's the case this year, when we will
gather ir.r Nashville, June l7-19--and I
wanted to take this opportunity to
invite all c¡ur readers in that area to an
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WHY ELDERS SHOULD RETIRE
By Ernest D. Garrett

important discussion Friday evening,
June 17.

Tll.ee fine speakers have agleed
to discuss principles of Bible interpretation which affect our faiih ¿nd
practice in many areas, but with
special application to the role of
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women (and see Ðave Parrish's article
on page I 6 of this issue). Ed Harrell,
historian and sociologist arnong those
brethren who object to congregational
cooperation, will speak on "The Authority of Examples." Scott Bartchy,
a scholar who moves among conservative Christiur Churches and Dsciples
of Christ, will hold our feet to the fire
with fhe topic, "The Restor-ation l{ermeneutic: Some Inadequacies." And
a
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editor Hoy lædbetter of Integrity
magazine will speak on "Interpretation: How Much Dversity Can Fellowship Stand?"

That's quite an evening, and we
to be on time when proceedings begin at 7:45 p.m. at lt-lashville's
Music City Rodeway Inn on Intcrstate
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urge you

24, near Interstate 40. That's June 17.

If you still have that Reader Survey
arouird the house (February issue),
fire it off quickly to me, at 1710 W.
Airport Freeway, Irving, TX 15062'
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FROM THE EDITOR

"Walt Disney," said the young "Soul Winning
Workshop" speaker, "went brol<e seveu times and
had a nervous breakdown, but he finally built
Disneyland and achieved his dream." 'llhe remark
is a fair analogy of the worhshop movement itself.
Employing Disneyan showmanship, it is achieving
the drearn of evangelistic success-but not without
some theological poverty and emotional difficulty.
'lhe workshops have by far surpassed the college
lectureships as the most numerically significant
events among Churches of Christ. The young man
made his point abr:ut Disney to an enthusiastic
portion of a crowd of 15,000 from forty-three
states and five foreign countries, attending the
second International Soul Winning Workshop in

'lulsa.

Because such gatherings are enlivening dead

churches, and reversing the declining pattern of
church growth, Mission went to 'lulsa to peddle
magazines and to describe the scene.

l
"I'm

surptised i,hey'd let you come," a bystander
set up my booth in the huge exhiLrit hall.
But the t<lne here is generaily non-belligerant. Ilus
says as

I

lnini.strv specialist Da¡"'id Fowers, who souretimes
leaves the impression that busing is a corrdition of
salvation, has not been inviteci to speak this year.
'lhere ar:e fewer ¡rreachers seehing new jobs than at

tlre lectureships, The crowd consisl;s of

tnore
yor-ith and ¡rlaiir flolh wanting their spirits ignited
more than their doclrinal positions cìefended. ('lhc:
party who later stole the partly-filled subscrÍption
ìist from my l:ooth-presumably to keep the churclt
pure- -is certainly not representative.)
I soon corner my old friend Maivin Phillips,
preacher at the booming Garnett lìoad Church of
Christ in T'ulsa, and one clf the trost popttlar ancl
effective speahers and organizers on l,he worhsho¡r
circuit. "What's it all about?" I asl<.

Workshop Booster lVlanvin Fhillips in Aetion
243

"Our two main aims are to be motivational and
practical," Marvin says. He is more intense now
than when we worked together in Australian
missions, the strain of over-extension showing in
his eyes and a big vein in his neck. His voice is
hoarse from over-use. "We emphasize successes
and possibilities instead of failures," he said. "And
this spirit is catching on. Evangelism is happening
among the rank and file. We'll have 200 to 400
people respond at these sessions-not to 'confess
faults' but just to say, 'I want this great audience
to pray with me that I can be a better soul-winner.' "
(Actually, as it tumed out, Marvin's estimates were
tow-868 responded for prayers, and there were
sixty-five baptisms.)
As I walk around the great hall and sit in on the
sessions, I see what he means. I approach a couple
of thousand. people in one cornemomewhat
timidly, for the speaker is screaming at decibels
forbidden at airports resisting the Concorde jet.
His main message is how bus captains should
persevere. "Say it with me," he shouts: 'I will
not quit.' "
Back from the crowd comes an unimpressive
echo: "I will not quit."

"Louder! " shouts the evangelist.
"I will not quit!" responds the crowd.
"On your feet! " challenges the cheer-leader.
"What will you say when you get discouraged? Let
me hear you, nolv!"
"I WILL NOT QUIT!" shouts the audience, now
standing and stomping.
Down the aisle from my booth are sales displays
that reinforce this message. Allan Bryan's position
as workshop promoter and director has won him
'center
of the hall, for his
the best location, in the
store, "success Dynamics." There are "soulwinning ties," belt buckles, pins, frisbees, pencil

Marvin is ready for the frequent criticism that all

this is too much hoopla. "Our brethren haven't
normally studied successes," he tells me. "A lot of
our churches think they have to copy the latest
flop to be considered a 'loyal church'! We're here
to study successes." He also defends co-worker
Allan Bryan's commercial stake in the workshops.
"Sure he makes a profit, but so do other exhibitors.
We charge commercial exhibitors $90, so that sort

of evens it out. There's no way to construe it as
profiteering." Marvin himself sells his tapes and

literature, but says he has just about broken even
after buying a tape duplicating machine and other
equipment.
The most impressive sales items in the exhibit
are several buses, symbolic of the fact that the
workshops are firmly based on this style of evangelism. Considered by some to be only a fad,
church growth by busing children to church is
strongly defended by Marvin and other workshop
leaders. "Sure there are problems," he admits.
"For every success story there's another one about
a failure." But most of the'failures, he believes,
stem from "murmurers" who criticize and fail to
support bus programs.
"Let's face it," he tells me. "People are happy
v¿ith the status quo. When you start bringing in
the maimed and the dirty-or the blacks-the ones
the Lord said lo bring in--ome people are going to
object." Some critics, Marvin charges, think the
kids will tear up the building or contaminate their
own, better behaved children. Some resist the cost
of bus programs.
Others who have tried huge bus programs say
that the problem is deeper than that. A teacher's
liberal views on race and poverty may be unbounded, but some have had to ask whether
dealing with fifty children from this background in

'Our brethren haven't normally studied successes.
A lot of our churches think they have to copy the latest flop
to be considered a loyal church.'
sharpeners, balloons, coin purses, and other items
too numerous to inventory. There are evil-looking,
foot-long iron spikes "similar to the nails used to
crucify Jesus," bearing the label, "Promoting
Success" and offered to attract and hold the
attention of young audiences on the buses or in the
classroom. All this seems capsuled in a booth
around the corner where sales motivational materials are being sold under the sign, "WHATEVER
THE MIND OF MAN CAN CONCEIVE AND
BELIEVE, IT CAN ACHIEVE." I resist the urge
to ask how the concept of "divinity" might fit in
with that approach.

a single class actually accomplishes anything. Said
"It's impossible to have a learning situation.
It's making me cynical of all Sunday school.
The only good that can come out of it is that we

one,

fruit juice."
The competition between proselyting churches
has created some amusingly tragic scenes. One
Church of Christ bus route plied the streets with
the popular cream and maroon "Joy Bus" colors.
give them a glass of

Bus captains were able to entice a sizable number
of kids away from the Baptist bus on the same
route. Feeling that their territory had been unfairly
raided, the Baptists retaliated by painting their bus

the Joy Bus colors . . . and the war was on.
At the Garnett Road church, buses have been
only one innovation that h¿s had the twofold
effect of helping the church become one of the
fastest-growing churches in the felÌowship, and the
focus of some objections. There is a multi-purpose
building which houses a gymnasiuil, ffi well as
separate worship services for children. 'Ihere is a
puppet ministry and, more recently, a program for
those who are divorced and unremarried-not the
usual fare in many Oklahoma churches. And there
are the buses-twenty-one of them, requiring a

Flavil Yeakley candidly reflects on some m'ofe
sobering ;rspects of the workshop movement.
n"lhere's a very real danger of division in something
like this," he says. "I hear the term 'workshop
people' and 'workshop churches.' tr hope this
doesn't lead to a sectarian emphasis." He resists
this not only because it would be divisive, but
because he thinks the larger body needs the evangelistic leavening provided by the workshop
movement. "If the rest of the brotherhood sluffs
us off, then the church will lose the most visible
symbol of this evangelistic emphasis-the bus," he

The legalism is clearly revealed in motivational attempts
guilt
and external compulsion. But I wonder whether that's any further
based on
from the spirit of the New Testament than the emphasis on success.

fulltime minister and a budget of $40,000 a year.
But the church has grown from ninety-one in 1969
to a present membership of 1,000; and by Soul
Winning Workshop standards it is hard to argue
with that kind of success.
There are other criticisms. "We don't mind
taking up collections to pay for these workshops,"
Marvin says. But some brethren do. One collection
amounted to $17,000-compeued to a budget of
$50,000 for this year's meeting in Tulsa. Most of
this amount is raised by appealing to area congregations. A similar session in Irving, Texas, reportedly left the South MacArthur congregation
holding a $25,000 bag because of a lack of area
support.

Others question how long the evangelistic fires
burn after workshop participants return to their

Iocal churches. "We have some people who are just
workshop hoppers," one minister admits. "'fhey
don't do anything but attend these things. They
go all over the country Iearning how but they never
get around to doing any evangelism at home."
To check out this sort of criticism I look up Dr.
Flavil Yealcley, Garnett Road elder, head of the
Speech Departrnent at Tulsa University, and a
knowledgeable hand with various survey techniques.
"We did a random-sample telephone survey after
Iast year's workshop," Flavil tells me. "We know
first of all that our churches baptize about one
person per yeff for every twenty tnembers. But
among workshop-related churches, the average is
one baptism for every ten members. And after the
'76 rvorkshop there was a 57 percent increase in
baptisms among worhshop attenders. "
Projecting these figures nationwide, and taking
into account the scores of other workshops now
spreading âcross the coutrtty, Marvin Fhillips
expects a half-rnillion baptisms a year-compared
with what he says is the present level of 125,000.

says. That, he believes, would be tragically typical
of earlier divisions: "We don't split over abstractions, but over something visible, concrete."
TI

Theologically, I said, the workshop is lacking. I
am not looking here for learned theologiczrl treatises,
or for a bias that agrees wi1;h Mission. I walk
around simply looking and listening for indications
of how this movement is living up to its own
expressed commitment to non-sectarianism and
biblicat theology.
"I have trouble," one man tells me, "with most
of these speakers because of their legalism and
sectarianisrn." Listening to some of the speeches I
see what he means. One speech is about winning
"denominationalists"-but there is little indication
of how this group differs. In fact, one booth offers
insurance "exclusively for Church of Christ ministers and employees." And the legalism is clearly
revealed in motivational attempts based on guilt
and external compulsion. I wonder to myself,
though, whether that's any further from the spuit
of the New Testament than the emphasis on
success. I hear a few Scriptures quoted, but not
"the love of God constrains us."

I do see some

servant theology and more biblical

in some of the displays. A

puppet
ministry booth has a show on now, about a funny
Pony Express rider who breaks his leg out in the
never-never. It is good to see that the puppetnarrator is black. The play turns out to be based
on the parable of the Good Samaritan. A sweet
little girl finds poor ol' Fony Express rider, whci is
afraid the Indians will scalp him. (Oh, no, I groan.
It's a put-down of the red man instead of the
black; but I am wrong.) Sweet Little Girl can't
stop to help because she'll be late to a revival
meeting. Big toud Preacher comes along, but all
emphases

he can do is shout "Repent." Finally, the feared
Indian shows up-but instead of scalping our hero,
h¿ turns out to be the Good Samaritan. "4" in
theology, I think.
The sense of bodyJife and ministry is also
healthier than at the college lectureships. Women
and girls may be banned from "formal" teaching
situations, but they are trained here to teach on
the bus. In fact, a few u/omen speakers are on the
program. Most men seem to know they ought not
to attend these sessions-even though they are not
labeled "For Women" on the program. But a few
men do wander in-one tells me he can get away
with it because he's from Califomia and "they
expect us to do things like that."

ilI
The emotional problems I mentioned at the
beginning grow out of the poorer theological
elements of this complex mixture. The ones I feel
most keenly deal with the sense of drivenness and
compulsion which seems to give a frantic neurosis
to the scene. Ten thousand of us at one meeting
are led in soul-stirring singing, and then told that
one of the speakers has received news that his
mother had suffered a stroke and his wife had also
been hospitalized. Not to wony-he will not
forsake this assembly to tend to his family. He will
put the Lord first, and stay. A massive murmur of
affirmation arises from the crowd. People tum to
eâch other and nod with appiroval. I shudder.
In a Sunday school class after a similar campaign
a young \ryoman on her way home from the workshop stops to visit. As we reason of righteousness,
temperance, and judgment to come, the woman

breaks into tears. We try to minister to her, but to
no avail.
"There's no hope for me," she cries. "They told
me at the workshop that 'You can't go to heaven
alone-you have to take someone with you.' Well,
I live in this little town, and I've talked to everyone
I know, and none of them are interested. I guess
I'm going to hell."

You can't go to heauen alone. I have heard that
inept way of prompting folk to get out and compel
them to come in, but I have never read it in the
Bible. Scripture seems rather to speak of evangelism as a special gift given to whomever the Spirit
wills. Why,I muse, cannotthese Greatest (Spiritual)
Shows on Earth motivate folk on firmer biblical
and theological grounds? Why can they not deal
more gently with the needs of one lost sheep,
instead of focusing only on the ninety-and-nine? Is
it because the kind of frenzied activism required to
maintain massive bus programs requires us to ignore
theological reflection? Are the techniques necessary
for whipping up excitement in a crowd different
from those required for dealing with individual
emotional needs?
The answer is probably Yes, in both cases. If so,
then a high price is being paid for the enormous
activity generated by the workshops. For unless
evangelistic method and motivation are adequate
to accommodate the questions and needs of the
few, then their appeal to the many is on questionable ground. Admittedly, churches caught up in
the workshops are doing something. "Ihat cøn be
better than nothing; but only if the house, swept
clean, is not occupied by demons worse than the

first.

EVANS DEBATES

D

MUSLIM--Dr. Jack E\¡a¡rs, pres-

ident of Souttn¡estern ChristLan College 1n
Teruell, Texas, debated Imam Ì{. D. lfuhanmad,
head of the rrnation of Islam l-n the hlestrrf

before a mostly black audience of 21000 ín Fort
I,Iorth, Texas, recently. The Irnam, protected by

bodyguards and tight security, was soft-spoken
uritil roused by Evansr fÍery defense of Christianity...Audlence excitement rose to a shout at sorne poínts--Ëwice ín protest of
what MusUms fel-t was unfair progr¿rm structure...Mutranrnadrs position: Islam is
the perfection of previous religions, not the enemy of Christianity; Uoth the
Bibl-e and the Kora¡r r{arn against identifying anyone (such as Jesus) with God...
Er¡ansr repl-v: There is only one message--the Bible, not the Koran--and one messenger--Jesus, not Mr¡hanmad. Hence, Jesust claim to godhood rm¡st be accepted.
The Inam charged th^at the Bible was r¡f¡reliable, partly because it was nnerel-y a
book of synbols--and proceeded to make severaL urisupported symbolÍc interpretations. I^lhile softening forrner eurphases on Black Muslim-ism, he said the faith
appeals to the poor and Ëhe outcast, while biblical religion appealed to the
establ-islment...l'fissing frorn both presentations: A thorough examination of the
two faithsr differing concepts of God; and external et¡idences to show why the
authority of either Blble or Koran should be accepted.

.W
no
By Ernest D. Garrett

The issue of whether elders should retire, related
it is to the management of the church, is of vital
concern to every congregation of the Churches of
as

Christ.

The eldership is traceable to a very definite
beginning in the history of the church. Its origin is

recorded in Ephesians 4:8, 11-14:

Therefore it is said, "When he ascended on high
he led a host of captives, and he gave gifts to
men" . . . And his gifts were that some should be
apostles, some prophets, some evangelists, some
pastors and teachers, for the equipment of the
saints, for the work of ministry, for building up
the body of Christ, until we all attain to the
unity of the faith and of the knowledge of the
Son of God, to mature manhood, to the measure
of the stature of the fulness of Christ; so that we
may no longer be children, tossed to and fro
and carried about with every wind of doctrine,
by the cunning of men, by their craftiness in
deceitful wiles.

This passage reveals that the shepherds, along
with other qualified and chosen men, rrvere at the
first a gift from the Lord. It is also made clear that
the purpose of these gifts was to equip the saints
for the work of ministry in building up the body of
Christ. A divine source, a divine gift, a divine
purpose!

No detailed account has been left to us of how
succeeding elders or shepherds were appointed,
what the details of their functions were, or how
long they remained in "office." Church history is
very meager from the middle of the first century of
the Christian era until the middle of the second,
passing as it did through the so-called "dark tunnel. "
However, of one thing we can be most certain: a
very drastic change came about during this period

The øutfu¡r is a retired elder, engineer, oLtd manufacf Lo.er
trc¡t retirecl f'roì¡y o

in ShreveporÍ, Louisiatta; but he lns

liJ'ebrrg cr¡ttttttitntettt tr,t biblic'al studies. This urtic'le

is

adapted .from a speech given at øn elders' workshop at the
Hardirtg Graduate S<'hool in Memphis, Tennessee.

in the eldership. To what extent the eldership today
represents the character of the "office" given to
the church at first, or how much it represents the

situation in the middle of the next century and
later, should be of concern to every congregation
and elder.

It is expedient to

explain that "retirement"
"office" of
bishop. There are two areas of church leadership,
one related to appointed "officials," and the other
related to f,h6sq dedieatecl memhets who fllnction
as responsible members of the body of Christ
without benefit of such official recognition. It is
in no wise advocated that anyone retire from this
latter group; but it may be wise for some of the
former group to make a change to the latter. For
the retirement of elders seems to be one of the
keys to solving congregational problems, in many
refers here to limiting the tenure of the

situations.
Reason One:

THE TOLL OF AGING
Paul advises Timothy that any man desiring to
function as a bishop desires a good work ("task,"
RSV-1 Tim. 3:1). Work is the expenditure of
energy in a process of accomplishments. Where
there is no energy, there is no work done. To be
successful in any undertaking, man must of necessity expend the necessary physical energy. This
requires that a man must be in the prime of life,
having the most available energy, if he is to be the
most successful.
The aging process brings about a drastic, though
perhaps gradual, change in the hurnan makeup,
affecting both the physical and mental characteris-

tics and resulting in the dwindling of both. This is
recognized in business and industry and is the reason
behind the mandatory retirement of employees by
the time, or before, their prime abates.
Elders are no exception to these laws of energy
and aging. An elder needs physical energy to

function effectively. Without such he will
247

be

unable to meet the demands pìaced on hitn as a
leader of the congregation, especially of a congregation having a low average age. An eldr:r needs to
be in the prime of life, just as the secular worher is
required to be. It does nc¡t seein fitting that the
managemerlt of the affairs of a congregation be
placed at the disposal of tnen in their dotage. This
is not to reflect on the character of such men, but
is a recognition of the facts of life.
Should we be more col)siderate in the management of secular affairs than we are in affairs of the
clrurch? It is only reasonable that a man retire
from responsible leadership when he passes from
the prime of life and tnahe room fot another who
is yet in his prime.
Reason Two:
PSYCHO LOG I CAL M ETAMORPHOSIS

As individuals advance in years and experience,
interests and
attitudes also change. This may be especially true
if the mind has been very active over a lengthy
period. The mental and spiritual horizon has been
broadened, new possibilities have appeared and
former objectives are being challenged by newer
ones. As a result, Iife tahes on a new outloc;k. As
these are taking place, there may also be adiscovery
of new abitities which make possible the undertaking of new and more meaningful objectives. As one
finds himself capable of a much more interesting
and rewarding work than that in which he has been
involved, a change is in order.
This may happen to one who has accepted the
"office" of bishop, but who has come to realize
that he is not cornpletely fitted for that worir. Iu
the discovery that he is more capable in another
phase of the Lord's wotk, he may not realize that a
change should be made. It is only reasonable that
¿ur elder who finds himself in this position should
retire from the eldership and becotne involved in
the work for which he is better adapted, if there is
a qualified man willing to take his place. As Peter

it is not out of the ordin¿ry that

said,

"As each has received a gift, employ it for one
another, as good stewards of God's varied grace"
(1 Fet. 4:10). And again, "Having gifts that
cliffer accorditrg to the grace giveu to us, let us
use theul" (Rom. \2:6).
Reason Three:

INCOMPATIBILITY

a

In connection with

Reason Two, the neg;rtive in

psychological metamorphosis may develop,
resulting in an individual's becomitrg incornpatible

with associates. This characteristic is frequently to
be noticed in elders, resulting in a very negative
impact upon the congregatiotr concerned. A
number of symptoms are to be associated with
incompatibility, ranging alì thc way from a contrary
"anti" attitude to outbursts of temper. Often, a
very dogmatic position is asserted, showing lack of
consideration for others.
The expression of incompatibility rnay arise
frorn the congregation toward one or more elders,
or there may be causes from both leadership and
the congregation giving rise to mutual rejectionWhatever tray be the cause, when a state of incompatibility is permitted to run f<¡r an extended
period of time, the "point of no retu-rn" may be
reached and the damage done may be irreparable.
A stalemate takes over and the congregation
suffers. The elder's ability to lead and influence
for good has been negated. In such a situation,
the retirement of one or more elders and replacement by more acceptable leadership, may be the
best solution.
"I have become all things to all men, that I
might by all means save some" (1 Cor' 9:22).
Reason Four

MAKE ROOM FOR YOUNGER MEN
Lifetirne tenure in church "office" by appointed
officials offets very little incentive to younger men
to prepare for the work of leadership in a cotrgregation. Why sl'rould preparation be made for a
work into which they may not have opportunity to
enter?

If elders are doiug what the first shepherds were
assigned to do, they will be helping to prepare
other men for the work of ministry, for the building
up of the body of Christ. When qualified, as many
as possible of these yoLrnger men should be given
opportunity to exercise their capacities for leadership. This may make it expedient for some of the
elderly elders to retire from office,
'llhe New 'l'estament gives no precedent for a
group of elders to perpetuate themselves. If elders
hold any other objective than that of building up
the church, retÍrement seems to be in order. Every

elder should keep

in tnind that there may be

another, more capable than he, who is willing to
take up the worh. If there is trot another qualified
man to replace an elder, then that elder, barring
adverse circumstances, has failed in his responsibilities,
Remember Paul's words: "If airy one aspires
to the office of bishop, he desires a nol:le taslc"
(1 'tim. 3:1). If this statemeut is to be ta}çen seriously, what about the qualified tnen who desire to
worh at leadership, yet zue never appoinLed? This

to the whole congregation. It may
be that the life tenure tradition has all but. stifled
the desire on the part of many for the noble task.
poses a problem

Reason Five:

DIVERSITY IN LEADERSHIP

Not all members of the church have the same
gifts and capacities, as Romans 12 and 1 Corinthians 12 so very clearly explain. Not all men have
the gift of leadership or shepherding, while others
do. The men that are equipped for this work may
vary in qualities from person to person. Some of
the characteristics in which qualified men may
differ from one another may be due to background,
enthusiasm, compatibility, and available time. One
man may be more effective in one area of the
work, while another may be more fruitful in
another area.
The church needs the benefits of all the available
talents of leadership and shepherding. A limited
tenure in office by elders, being replaced by other
qualified men, will make available to the congregation a wider and richer spectrum of pastoral care.
It is not unlikely that some congregations,
in looking about for a way to get out of the
"doldrums," may find at least a partial solution to
their problem in a change in the eldership. Such
need for change need not be an indictment of the
existing leadership as being in the wrong, but a
recognition that men with other outstanding
qualities may be more effective in that certain
situation. Elders, seeing this state of affairs,
should be willing to retire in favor of other gifted
men, for the overall benefit of both the church and
themselves.
Reason Six:

FAILURE TO CONTEMPORIZE

Growth is a process of change, and without
no growth. Too frequently,
individuals seem to hold to the concept that
change there can be

growth and change are antinomies, each excluding
the other. The ongoing process of development
continually brings one face to face with new
realities and requirements for adjustments. Lack
of ability to adjust to new concepts and conditions
is a prime factor in producing the recognized
"generation gap." There can be generation gaps
over the more essential and important aspects of
life, as well as over the less important and more
questionable issues. If one of these generation gaps
is developed by a business. that business is generally
heeded for the scrap heap.
An elder who fails to recognize that growth

involves change, and who fails to make the necessary

adjustments required by growth, is creating a
generation gap for his congregation. The result will
be an impediment of growth, both spiritual and
physical, on the part of the congregation. An elder
in.such a position, being unable or unwilling to
make necessary adjustments, may find that his
retirement is in order for the welfare of the church
as well as himself. Again from Paul:
"And we aII, with unveiled face, beholding the
glory of the Lord, are being changed into his
likeness from one degree of glory to another;
for this comes from the Lord who is the Spirit"
(2 Cot.3:18).
Reason Seven:

AUTHOR¡TARIANISM
The lifetime tenure in office of a limited number

of church officials may result in an "ecclesiastical
hierarchy." This possibility, which came to be a
fact in the church at a very early stage in its

history, is well documented. The change that took
place from the time of the Lord's ascension' when
he gave the special gifts to the church, to the sixth
century is almost beyond belief. The absolute
ecclesiastical authority that took charge of the
church is too well known to need elaboration here.
It stands as a warning to all church leaders, as well
as congregations, of the possibility of what may

take place when the following injunction of
the Lord is violated:
"You know that the rulers of the Gentiles lord it
over them, and their great men exercise authority
over them. It shall not be so among you; but
whoever would be gteat among you must be
your servant, and whoever would be first among
you must be your slave" (Matt. 2O:25-26).
The damage that the attemptto exercise absolute
authority can do to a congregation is often devastating. Some fruits of this are the noticeable
inhibition of individual initiative,loss of interest in
assuming personal responsibilities, lack of congregational growth, and even congregational division.
Retirement of elders after a reasonable time in
office may spare a congregation from such pain
and sorrow, avoiding injuries that leave lifelong
scars.

There are elders who should retire, and there are
others who have not reached that point. It is
hoped that every elder will continually examine his
own position in relation to the church, and then do
what he finds it best to do. May the Lord grant to
each the insight, ability, and courage to make a
critical self-examination-and to follow through.
tr
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OPIN ION/R ESPONSE

Worship: Both/And, not Either lÛr
By Faye Durham

In response Io Mission 's "Opinion/
RSVP" on renewal in worship (March
issue, p. 23), more than half of those
who replied said that both "high

that glorifies the Christianity of the
first century would of necessity have
to be low church. They were more
of a 'movement' than an assembly-

chulch" and "low church"

oriented group of church-goers. They
didn't have the real estate, structure,
tradition, power structure, etc., to
have much formalism . . . . However,
it would be wrong to insist upon one
style to the exclusion of the other.

styles

should be included. As pointed out by
Dale Simpson ol Denton, Texas, one
style appeals primarily to the intellect

while the other appeals mainly to the
emotions. Since we are both intelleclual and emotional, he said, both
avenues of worship ought to be open
when we rneet together.

Spontaneity was the main attrac-

tion ol "low church," and Dale
Martin of Roswell, new Mexico,
believes it lets us minister better to one

another lather than be ministered fo.
His concern that the Body be a body
and not a "parliament or audience"
was expressed by virtually all respondents. stressing the need for worsl.rip to
be participatory.

Another advocate of'some of both
styles expressed it this way: "l find
that a steady diet of low church experience leaves me longing eventually for
the large congregation, the majesty of
beautiful music, majestic choruses and
beautiful cathedrals. Yet, an opposite
steady diet of high church leaves me
also hungry in time for the warmth
and intimacy of a small group exper-

Culture, personality needs, leadership,
and other exigent circumstances would

to determine the style of worship." He also expressed the opinìon
of nearly all respondents for the need
have

worship and dropped into a congrega-

tion without due regard for
tendernesses would be

Foster L. Ramæy, Sr., Greenville,
Texas is concerned that worship be
according to the New Testament. This
seems to him to negate "high" or
"low" church worship. "Christians
are taught to worship in spirit and in

truth, willingly and cheerfully with
love for God, Christ, the church, and
one another prevailing." Stan Tucker
of Stillwater, Oklahoma, is also con-

to the New

gram for congregational worship." He

believes

caution: "An

unchanging procedure

of

worship ceremony seems to be
some people's only evidence for eternity. They are bound that way. To

cut those bonds compassionately and
gently requires a lot of individual
sensitivity. Items lifted from'foreign'

cerned that we stay as close as possible

Testament; however, he
both
forms of worship,
One reader preferred to address the
question ofwhether props are necessary
for worship. "Why do you need a
sanctuary or a spontaneous service in

order

to

that is possible with

worship

To the Galilean

Several readers who preferred the

informal, "low church" atmosphere,
such as Robert Vann of Silverton,
Colorado, said that "high church"
worship too often leaves them with a
feeling of having attended a "performance"-mere ceremony or ritual.
Michael Hall of Bloomington, Indiana,
said that "since theology determines
assembly, a strict restoration mind-set
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God? Are props

necessary?" He continued, "You can
worship God anywhere, anytime, in
and situation, and without one earthly
prop."

ience where I can be known more fully
as a person, and know others in the
same way."

sand in the
arouse some
the general

gears-the noise might
needed attention, but
tendency would be destructive." His
summation: "Be ye celebrants of the
Word, and not cerebrants only."

of variety, stating that even low church
style can become ritualistic and get
in a rut.
Dee Colvett of Shirley, New York,
advocates a "strongly-organized pro-

likes a printed "order of worship"
which is more than a mere "cast-ofcharacters document." He adds this

local

like

O You who wall< the sands of time
Tell me how my heart may find
The way to life and truth and joy
The way that I can best employ
The insights you have given me
Tlrrough all Yorrr glorious victories!

- J.Dwigltt Thontas

More
from

Morty

Editor's Note-Few religious leaders are in as close
touch with American føith and practice as Dr. Mar'
tin Marty, of the Uniuersity of Chicago Diuinity
School. Last rnonth's issue contained the first of
two installments of an informal dßcussion between
Dr. Marty and uarious members of the Churches of
Christ in Austin. Following is the rest of that
conuersation, adapted for Mission's Readers:

Allan McNicol, of the Churches of Christ Biblical
Studies Center: Dr. Marty, we ran a religious
census here among the students at the University
of Texas. We do this
periodically to see if we
can pick up any trends.
It seems that we have a
large number . of people
coming in who are identifying themselves with
"Bible churches," or some
kind of local church along
that line-something in
the area of. 12 percentMcNicol
an astonishing rise from what we've had in the
past. I'm wondering what sort of institutional
focus will develop out of this trend. It doesn't
seem that these people are amenable to any of
the more mainline movements. And they have a
strange kind of theology. In some ways they are

extremely fundamentalist, and in some ways they
may be socially very liberal. You find that some of
them are living together without the benefit of
marriage-it's a strange kind of an animal that I
haven't been able to work out.

Marty: I see what you're seeing, and I'll say several
things about it. There are certain reasons why
certain things now grab. In religion what grabbed
in 1965 is not even touched in 1977, and sometimes
vice versa. So you have to ask what you think is
true, no matter what the cultural fads are. And
some of the things in the cultural dynarics that
lead people to that right now could very rapidly
change.

I think that the most important

thing to

say

this:

The great problem for the future
about it
is
of the church not "secular man," but do-it'
yourself religion. And these are curious versions
of that-consumer-oriented religions, customeroriented religions, market-oriented religions, in
'the options and you find
which you present all
that cerbain people will pass up fifty things to
find exactly the package they want.
I see them as the Bible country counterpart to
the people in the northern cities in the high-rise
apartments who make up their own religion out
of a tittle bit of Zen and a little bit of left'over
Martin tsuber and some Tillich and some Kathryn
is
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Kuhlman oir 'lV, and you finally get a little misirmash pachage tlrat doesn't tie in to anybody else's
religion. -uut on a place lihe a college campus,
you're always going to fitrd somebody else whcr
has just alrout 5¡our package, especially if there's
a sornewhat chalismatic ìeader to pull them
together. But the rnornent any part of that gets
challenged, or the mornent yoll nlove on from
that, then you have to go shopping for a trew
independent Bible church, or a new speaker.
But when we talk about evangelicztlism or
fundamentalism or anything like that, the denotninational lines mean almost nothing. You can
make almost no sense of it at all. What there is,
i.s a Corrie ten Boom denomination, and a Hal
Lindsey denomitration, and an Anita Bryant
denomination, and a Pat Boone denomination.
You might be a member of the Presbyterian
church, but the Fellowship of Christian Athletes,
or whatever, is your real religion. To me, that's
a problem, and not a solution . . But the Bible
church people have convinced a lot of people
right now that there's nobody else in town that
has a pachage that's salvific. It's a tretnendous
attraction-right now.

day by a man named tìhinn, a devotee of Robert
Schuller. I{e uses ali the ühristian conservative
language to mr.ke the point that iir 1971 he was
Llankrupt, and now he's a multi-millionaire, and
you rear"l Ìris book and you're on the same course.
Now that thing is just going to orttsell The üost of
DiscipLeship eight million to one this year.
So you do have a constant shift in what Ít's
about, and that's why there's a pathos to a search
for roots. I think the search is authentic, but we
place so many demands on it that we don't really
get inside-what were they about?

McNicol: On that point, we've

would cerbainly be an
atternpt. Henry just

Michael Weed, Biblical Studies Center: Does this
suggest that conservative theology, to use an
urnbrella word-has been dead or dying, experientially, for some titne?

And to tie to that, do
you see any competent
spokesperson doing theo-

logy from that end of
the spectrum?

Marty: Yes, among conservative conservatives,
Carl Heury's two volumes

tallçed about how

we might tie in the "Roots" phenomenon. 'Ihere
seems to be a real trend away from the history of
religions courses, Asian courses, and the more
exotic things. They really want to tahe courses
in biblical studies and church history. There's a
lot of trying to find our sources. That seems to
me to be going just opposite this kind of supermarket religion.
Marty: That's exactly what the drive is, that's
what we're after, and I agree with you . . But
there's an impatience to the way we're going
about it. We don't get bach inside what the
tradition is about. We take little elements of it
that grab us for the moment and put the paçkage
together. To take one illustration; if you want
roots in the Christian line, somewhere your roots
are going to c¿ùl you into things like the cost of
discipleship, or the grain of wheat that dies, or
something.

But the common denorninator that's in all these
churches that you're talking about is the end of
world rejcction. Go to aìly ev¿utgelical llookstore
and look at what the l¡oolcs are pitched Ùolvarcl
'Ihe pitch they offer you is, ttndet Christian symbols, exactiy the thing you get from transactional
analysis, and thera¡ry, or',veight loss" I clotl't think
fundamentalists or evangelicals of 1925 wt-¡uld
walk intc¡ such a booksl,c¡re today and sa;i thal, this
is anything ofl theil: tradition. 'Iherc's uone of the
remembrance of having been born in the midst of
hardship. A book calne across my desh the other
.
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out of his first

four

Weed

plain looks down the shelf and says there's a big fat
tsarth and a big fat Tillich and nobody's done it for
us, and I'm just going to really make a sLab at it.
And it's an intelligent book. I have a lot of problems with it, but I lilce its scope, I lihe its ambitiotr"
He's read the modern existentialist literature; he
has an essentially Reformed scholastic outlook; he
makes much rnore out of the propositions of faith
than the [existential situation] of faith. You knc¡w
where you are. And there's tremendous vitaìity,
more on the social level than on the theological, in
a generation of people who haven't yet put together
a big pachage. I'm thinking here of Heury's own
son, Paul, in poìitics, Rich¿ud Mowr -peopie who
write for the Reformed Journal would be a good
illustration, people using a tradition against itself.
If you really want a criticism of Robert Schuller,
don't go to secular rnan; go to a person in the
Iìeforrned tradition who says, "Whatever happened
to John Calvin?" Tfere's a gtty who is a metnber of
the Reformed Chr-uch in America invohing Calvinist
categories and teliing yor-r there is no such thin¡¡ in
life as failure. There is no reason in tlle world to
have to make seuse of tìre ways of (iocl to tnan
because ilf things ¿ìren't working for yolt, iL's your
own fault, you haveu't thought the right Liloughts.
And tlre Reforn'Lecl Jourrtal ,,vill say, "Wl'rat are you
going to say to somebody with a tnalignant tumor,
r"rsing that language? What are you going to say to
someone in a nttrsitrg hclme, using that language?

And cloesn't Calvinsim have something to say that's
lost here? "

Now these aren't the conseruatiue conservatives.
'lhey're all in trouble-Faul Jewett and James Daane
and lhat group*-bub I always say that people irr a
iradition usually don't know who its best friends
are. They are the ones who invol<e a tradition
against itself-"It is written... andIinsist.. "is
what they say. So, yes, there are vitalities of that
kind, although I don't thinh it's a particularly
vital moment in anybody's theology. That comes
and goes, and I can't give a parade of important
boolçs to read.
And I'm not deridir-rg all the impulses in us
toward therapy and well-being and shalom. The
Christian church cer-Lainly ought to be offering
that to people. But I think it should always offer
it in the light of the cross. And the cross in much
of this literature is not anything but a symbol
manipulated for overcoming, overcoming.
Don Vinzant, preaching minister, Northside
Church of Christ: Let me change the subject and
ask somewhat of a political question. What effect
do you think the fact
that we have a born-again
President will have or-r
evangelicalism? Do you
think people will be disillusioned with him, or
use him as a shining exampìe, or what?
MaCy: On one level he's
going to be evangelical in
Vinzant
the same way Kennedy
was Catholic. That is, he's a politician, and politicians are mainly involved in day to day, practical
decisions. My boss at the Christian Century was
the Illinois Carter chairman. i{e is a theologian, a
minister, a religious editor, and so on and spent
maybe six private hours with Carter during the
campaign, and said religion never came up. What
came up was How do I keep Mayor Daley happy?
How do you get Governor Waliçer to talk to Daley?
Are vou dellvering this? What about etc.? Frincipally, the rnain thing is running a big show lihe the
U. S., if you're an intelligent, trigger-quicì< type, aird
that's rvhat Carter seems to be-whatever his flaws
are, he's not a guy that wants to br: a loset, and
he's ¡going to iine up the talent ancl so on. Butthere
wasn't a born-againer in his intimate cotnpauy. My
boss s¿rid l,hat the people who ran the catnpaigtr
\Mere as rnuch hard-clrinking, worlaniziug, New
York-orieirted, or uprooted Atlanta folk, as arlyonc
clsc in 1,hc carnpaign.
On onc level- wl'rat I call the o¡rerative side of
Iife, making things world-tllere's not mnch you carl
do with reiigion atrd be the President of aìl the

people. On the other side of life, the passiona-l-rnakÍng sense of reality--I think it will have some
effect or zriready has. 'lire greatest singie effect
was to malce many otirer parts of the nation aware
of how many millions clon't share New York's
assumption of what life is. I think that's probal:ly
the rnost useful thing.
Let's remember that Jerry Ford was a very
evangelical rnan, too. He was more diffident about
expressing it-but before he becarne Vice President,
he was in a prayer group on CapitoÌ Hill. It was his
wbole bachground, his whole company. An awful
lot of people in public life are that way. I thinlc
there's no question about it, that all the way from
Bill Bright's militant version to the Woodrow WjIson
Institute which is going on a two-year interviewing
program of congressmen now to see what theology
has to do with their decisions. Not ethics, not
morals, but "Do you mahe decisions in the light
of how you look at God in the universe?" When
you have inquiries of this kind, there's no question

about it, it's going to be culturally available.
I think the problem with it, of course, is that
inevitably the inner strains show up when they're
exposed to view, like the Plains church. Suddenly
the whole world looks in on it, and there are an
awful lot of things that can't stand up to such view.
I wouldn't expect a new evangelical surge as a
result of this. I expect a broader awareness, just
like the rest of the nation became aware of a new
Catholic style when Kennedy was on the scene.
It didn't lead to conversions to Catholicism. So
here, too, it's more awareness than conversion.

Ken f)urham, Biblical Studies Center: In your
experience what's going on at state university
campuses around the country? Where is campus
rninistry going?
Marty: One thing I would urge is don't build the
future on this year's student body. There's one
thing we ought to have learned from 1966 when
everybody thought the only student of the future
was a primitive revolutionary; then the job shortage
came) aird tirey were less revoltrtionary than their
faculties. In 1969 and '70 everybody thought the
whole future was hippy, and that just disappeared.
These things just come and go.
I can see a lot cf reasotìs to picture a new, very
secnlar outlooh coming up again. The way these
tliings corne and go the chnrch has to decide what's
1,rne and jog it with evcly winsotle way you can,
br-rt don't build a strategy on Ít. I see 1,his es¡recially
in sr:rrrinary ednc¿ition rvhcre your exlra proltlenr
is that yor"r build your curriculLrin or-r the basis of
lvl"rat your incoLning students tell yor-r the worid
is lihe, and thev don't even hnow any r¡ore because
thc last timr; they looked they were juniors. In
yoilr senior yeal you're loohing for a job, or grzrd
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school, or a spouse, or arrangements. So you
freeze at a certain point. You're ready eighteen
months late when they get their message across,
and the curriculum committee takes at least
two years. By the time they graduate they have
it set up in total reversal.
I remember in the late '60s we rJvere told there's
no future for pastoral ministries. You can look at
recruiting folders for the '60s. They have people
hanging from skyscrapers taking pictures, they
have them in divorce courts, or they have them
leading a racial demonstration. They never have
them in a pulpit or at, a bedside, or anything like
that. Today it's almost the opposite. Today you
have to nudge them out and say the church is also
out there in the world; they're coming for counseling, for pastoral care, for preaching. I happen to
think what we're doing now is closer to the basics
of what we do year in and year out than the other
w¿rfi. I'd like to see a curriculum be wholistic
enough to nudge all those out. So we don't build
the future around it, but there's enough strength
to it that we have to ask what does it all mean?
Nationally, I would say that the mainline
churches' campus ministry movement has not
recovered. It's a very weak force. I think in the
'50s it experienced an artificial boom, and great
chapels were built for ex-Gls on almost every
northern campus. The University of Illinois has
huge Episcopal, Methodist, Presbyterian churches
whose sanctuary hardly gets used today-they use
the little side chapels.
Now there's been a little recovery of campus
ministries, but not much. In the '60s they overbought the idea that they were just to provide a
roof over everything that came through. They
didn't stand for anything so much as being an
enabler, and they didn't recover. You don't get
enough kids from the mainline churches coming to
college with enough religious burden to carry them
through.

I think the Catholics have weathered a little
better. There were a couple of years of reaction,
and rejection after Vatican II when students were
sort of spiteful against the church, and that gave
them some problems. But today there's much
more patience among their students-not necessarily
a surge, but a loyalty.
Of course the largest movements are Campus
Crusade, Inter-Varsity Fellowship, and so on.
There's no question that the strongest thing going
is the various,evangelical groups. In fact, that's not
going to die suddenly. Some of them a¡e wellinstitutionalized; some of them meet a very broad
range of needs. I think the question is, Will they
challenge people to do something? \ühat do you
do when the next trend comes, and reaction sets
in?
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Tony Ash, Biblical Studies Center: How would
you characterize the non-seminary, graduate,
academic study of religion as it relates to the
life of the church?

Marty: On one level it's
on a separate track; you
can study religion just
like you can study anthro-

pology without

neces-

sarily believing the object
of it. It's an extremely
fascinating subject, and a
lot of people go into it
Ash
on those terms. In that
sense it doesn't add to it or subtract from it. One
may study the religion of ancient Egypt, and
another study the religion of modem Europe and
use the same devices and so on.
On anothe¡ level, I think it does help the "mainline" kids. My own three sons in college are active
in local churches, they teach Sunday School and so
on, but it's so rare among people I know that I
wouldn't extrapolate on the basis of it. Most of
them don't, but they are attracted to the classroom.
And there, questions keep being raised, at lea.st.
Again on a cafeteria line kind of thing, the trend
away from exotic religions back toward roots is
visible. In that sense the classroom ha.s become
something like the church for the people who have
suspended their animation as far as commitment is
concemed, and an awful lot of them pick up from
there. A lot of them go into these key programs
as a sample, but also you get into local churches.
I find, again, strange double roles among the
teachers. If I go to the Academy of Religion and
see 2,000 en nla,sse,I get the feeling that they're all
so absolutely objective about religion that they
might as well be studying fruit flies or whatever.
You're not going to let anybody know you have a
commitment anywhere. You're polishing your
discipline over against everybody else, and it gets
just so refined that there's no place for commitment. Then I get to their campuses, and I find that
they are, in effect, the pastors to the students, and
the gurus, and the admired, and that they care
about people because they are working out values
with you, etc.
Overall, it's a plus, as long as they recognize and
everybody else recognizes that the concept of religion is not the only dimension of religion. You
can starve in a cafeteria line by reading all the
items offered; you can starve reading a recipe book.
That can easily happen. It has not led, ln other
words, to a new surge of religious affiliation. But
if the questions stop, the answers stop. This is a
place where at least you're constantly getting people
into texts that point to what humans have cared
about deepest.
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CYiticism, Theology r,tf Culture, ønd Jilnt analysis. He

has also studied filnt technique, but his primary interest in this
column will be to take us to tlxe mr¡vies with a Christian viewpoint in
mind.

lVhat is so attractive about movies?
Perhaps we go to such things because
we wish to escape our daily routines.
No matter how often we do it there is
a special sense of anticipation when we
enter a darkened room and sit for two

In a way, the Bergman type film
has been around for a long while.
What is new is that we are living in a

hours, captured and entranced in a
world created and contrived by someone we have never seen and only
vaguely heard about. The movie

people overwhelmingly are the ones

theater

is a "dream factory,"

as

Mircea Eliade once said, where for

just a moment we project our limited
lives into a mythic world that varies in
extent from the perspective of the
gunfighter to the Marx brothers. Certainly, escapism is a factor in our
appearance at the movies.

But other factors are present

as

well.

Movies these days are more complicated, do not have happy endings-or
endings at all-and exhaust our thinking
processes rather than give respite and
solace to our jaded nerves. They challenge our worldview rather than allow
us to escape from it. A film directed

by Ingmar Bergman requires that

time when large numbers of people in
the twenty-one to forty-year-old group
are vastly upgraded in education. These
who attend movies. To appeal to these
people the motion picture industry
has turned to the technological and
intellectual energy of the artist to give
increased sophistication to their product. The end result is that such devices
as the dream sequence, flashbacks, and
other techniques which break down
the barriers between illusion and reality

is a kind of melodrama. Beyond some
rather simple statements about indi-

vidual loneliness, passion, and

separa-

today's movies

and the quest for freedom, Casablanca
carries no wider message. This is not
a film about who man is, what is wrong

visicins

ttî,

in

of life rather than tell

a good

,r,.ue a look at rhis lauer poinr.
In many ways it might be said that
Casablanca was the film of the last
generation. The backdrop for the fìlm

combined with mature thinking about

a way

meaningful perception.

various stereotypes like Humphrey
Bogart, who as Rick the unrequited
lover, allows the audience to react
viscerally to similar experiences in
their own lives. From the beginning
to the end the audience is caught in
this sequence. In essence Casablanca

while thematically they tend to project

are standard fare

the world as basic prerequisites for

exercise considerable intellectual skills

several individuals

tion, . and some cliches about war

was a nervous community in Northwest
Africa full of refugees and exiles, each
with his own story, and all looking for

we

film tells a story of

who were desperate for escape from
their setting. Interest in the film is
carried by the intricacy of the story.
The story itself engages; from time to
time emotional relief is provided by

through the underground to
America. Within this framework the

with him, or what he ought to

be.

The viewer is intrigued and entertained
rather than challenged to accept and
reject a statement or vision about
reality.
All of this is in contrast to the quite
different approach to fìlm taken by
such modern directors as Ingmar
Bergman, Eric Rohmer, or Lina Wertmuller. In the work of these directors
the story (if it can be deciphered) is a
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vehicle for the carrying of a statement
or a vision. This vision is often pro-

jected in savage circumstances (reality
is like that), but the intention ultimately is to call to our attention a way
of looking at the world that frequently
evokes moral sensitivities.

Take, for instance, the recent fìlm
Seven Beauties directed by Lina Wertmuller. After finally battling our way
through various flashbacks and broken
sequences, we can piece together what
might be called in a generous moment

may have to be set aside until the
social conditions which contribute
to oppression a¡e undermined.
How does the Christian viewer

The Christian viewer brings a perspective to his viewing that goes beyond
the function of the regular critic. For,

react to this statement? Unfortunately,

Angels, p. 7l) reminds us, since one
cannot affirm that politics, business,

his response is often trivial: "Why don't
they make movies like they used to

he goes into the arrny, deserts in Germany and fìnds himself in a prisonerof-war camp. He is a plastic man who

will do anything to survive. His will
to survival includes the killing of a
fellow prisoner, and seducing an
abhorent, physically repulsive Nazi
woman prison officer.
Eventually, Pasqualino survives the
war and returns home to fìnd the rest
of his sisters are able to survive only
through prostitution. In this film the
old melodramatic stereotype figures,
if they appear, are treated with satire.
Pasqualino, in part, is a parody

of the

Italian macho male image. Also, the

story is not self-contained,
noted, is difficult to follow.

and

as

What is dominant is the message.
Wertmuller wants us to look at things

from a view of the world which

is

reliant on Marxist categories. Pasqua-

lino (proletarian man) and his family
are victims. They have no freedom to
control the oppressive and sinister
forces in world power politics. These
powers impinge upon their realitY
both physically and spiritually. In the
face of lhis reality Wertmuller makes
her statement that one can and must
survive. Survival is the basic drive in
man. Morality and everything else
16
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science, sport,

or any other human

make

them?" Of course they do.
Rocky is a film of the older school

form is not exempt from sin, then
perhaps at times, the aesthetic vitality

and appeals to the same need for melo-

and perception

drama which Casablanca met a generation ago. But the cultural need for
escapism is no answer to Wertmuller.

be clouded. In dialog with lVertmuller
the Christian may say that the perspective of Pasqualino is not the fìnal answer to an oppressive society. The
evidence is not at all clear that men,
when they have lost all, are motivated
only on the basis of a selfìsh sense of
self-survival. Observers of the prisoner
of war camps in Germany tell us that

a story. Pasqualino, an Italian during
World War II, has seven ugly sisters.
Pasqualino kills the man who has made
his oldest sister into a prostitute and is
committed to an asylum. From there

as William Muetrl (,4// the Damned

Onr^

in the christian community
would depreciate Seven Beauties as just
another example of the gratuitous
violence and distortion of sex which
seem to be such a large part of the
content of modern film. Sex and vio-

of the artist may also

among those who were fighting for

lence are present in Seven Beautiesbut

survival a strange, new, vital sense of
comradeship and unity arose. When
an individual became sick or could no

funtion only

realistic appendages to
the basic vision of the'film. Artists
from Seneca to Shakespeare have

longer bear up under the strain of

interlaced the visual impact

his brother.

message

as

of their

with similar utilization of

these instincts and passions. The Chris-

tian viewer must have the common
sense and maturity to see there is a
difference between Seven Beauties and
the Texas Chain Saw Massacre. In the
latter, violence takes on an element of
macabre voyeurism. The fact that one
should make distinctions about the

treatments of violence one cares to
view should not be a surprise. Christians should make this distinction
everytime they turn on a television
program. They should make the same

distinction about the movies they
choose to view.

There is only one mature way to
come to grips with a film like that of
Wertmuller; that is to analyze morally
and sensitively Seven Beauties as a

of an artist whb has had
a vivid insight into one segment of
statement
reality.

a

particular situation, another would
risk undue privation in order to help

o
In

.onrrur, to Wertmuller, one may

for man when he is
to no resources of his own is
not individual self-survival but the
awareness of a need for a new sense of
community. Readers of the New
Testament would say that this fìnal
say that reality

reduced

reality is agape, îot death, which is
Wertmuller's words.
Shall we go to the moyies? If we
want escapism, Mel Brooks or the
Towering Infemo is always there. But
if we desire to stimulate our minds
with basic human issues that aie coming to the surface in our times, attend
a Wertmuller film next time you have
the opportunity. Movies may be a
form of escape but they can also have

meaning.

¡

$r¡hmissñsll; Ã $çriptura!
ffimmßffipt fmr Ghristiam Wmmerr
By David Parrish

Contrary to the charges of some, the controversy
within fundamental fellowships over the equality
of the sexes does not appear to stem from a
disregard for the Bible. Proponents of most of the
viewpoints take their stand behind barricades of
scriptures from which they fire inspired fusillades
at loopholes in the biblical breastworks of the
opposition. If there is to be a resolution to this
evangelical crisis, the terms of peace must meet the
scriptural and hermetreutical prerequisites of aìl the
parties involved. I believe that such a corrlmon
denominator exists in an understanding of the
scripturaì concept of subtnission.
'l'he tcachings and acts of the Lord and his
apostles reveal a great concern that all Christians
lead submissive and inoffensive lives. During his
ministry, Christ adrnittedly flew in the face of the
authority of many religious institutions" (The
woman taken in adultery [John 8:3] was required
by the Law of Moses [Deut.22:22] to be stoned.)
But he did not attack the evils of the Rotnan
government, slavery, social injustice, or c¡ther
corrupt human institutions. His exatnple was one
of passivity and submission to civil authority
(Matt" 22:2L)" 'lo avoid giving offense, he paid the
ternple tax, even thougir as the Son of God ire was
not subject to the levy (Matt. I7:2'l)" Further,
Christ taught that submissiotr (even to the point of
martyrdom) was a hallmark of his followers. The
early messengers apparently made it their goal to
be submissive to earthly rulers and, indeed, to
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everyone. (Even when the apostles disobeyed the
Sanhedrin [Acts 5:27-29] their action was in
protest of corrupt religion, not civil authority.)
The apostle Paul was quite chagrined when he
inadvertently rebuked the high priest (Acts 23:1-5).
FIis concern was that he become all things to all
men, so that he might influence them for their own
good (e.g. 1 Cor. 9:19-23). I'his meant to him and
to Peter (1 Pet. 2:L2\ that Christians must submit
to human authority and avoid offensive behavior.
The New 'l'estament also reveals that God
allowed certain purely hutnatr practices to exist
within the church and even gave them a setnblance
of respectability by commanding submission to
them. For example, slavery was permitted among
Christians (Col. 4:1) and the slave was commanded
as his Christian obligation to submit to his master
(Col. 3:22-25; 1 Tim. 6:I-2; etc.).r But few
people now argue (as they did 150 years ago) that
GocÌ desired, tnuch less required, slavery. The
command to submit to such hutnau institutions
seemed partiaìly to be an expedient for guarding
the reputaticln of tl-re church and preventing
offensive behavior by Christians for whorn all
things suddenly were lawful (1 Cor. 6:12).
The early church would undoubtedly ltave inet
more resistance than it did had its converts proclaimed their liberation from the emperor, their
masters, or their husbands. Attacking institutions
as deeply ingrained as im¡lerialism, slavery, or
patriilrchy would seemingly have beetr detrimental
to growth of the church. (We can see evideuce of
tl,e toll such h¿rs taken evett iu our "enlightened"
age.) At any rate, whether to ¡:revetlt relpercussions rvithin or without, iire pragnaiic princi¡ritr
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emerges: divine permission for and divinely

when Paul indicated that husbands and wives are to

commanded submission

"rule over" each others' body (1" Cor.7:4). Paul
affirmed that "in Christ" there is no distinction
between a man and a woman (GaI. 3:28; 1 Cor.
11:11). Therefore, for Christians the undefined
authority of a husband over his wife exists in the
spiritual realm, but the differences between other
persons exist only in the human realm (or at least
not "in Christ").
The above views on the scriptural equality of
women notwithstanding, there are definite biblical
prohibitions applied to Christian women. For
example, Paul denounced the Corinthian wives
who did not wear a veil, the symbol of wifely
submission. He declared that the omission was
"disgraceful" (1 Cor. 11:6) ornot "proper" (vs. L3).
Both words suggest that human, not divine, judgments and values were violated. Apparently it was
culturally offensive for the wives to go bareheaded
or have short hair. Paul had urged the Christians in
Corinth to "give no offense to Jew or Greek or to
the church of God, just as I try to please all men in
everything I do" (1- Cor. 10:32-33). This comment
at the end of chapter 10 may actually have been a
preamble to the thoughts on wives praying and
prophesying with their heads unveiled in the first
part of chapter L1. If so, this suggests again that
the women's failure to observe the social custom
was wrong because it was offensiue to nonconverts
or some members of the congregation.
In a very similar vein, Paul indicated in 1 Corinthiatrs 14 lhat what went on in the assembly should

of

Christians to human
institutions so that tl,e church might advance.
But isn't the subjection of women a divine
precept, not merely a human institution like
slavery? Some feel, for example, that the "curse"
of Eve in Genesis 3 established a divine requirement
for perpetual male domination. It should be
noted, however, that the same logic which would
require women to be ruled by men (in light of
Genesis 3:16) would also require women to forego
anesthesia in childbirth, and men (in light of verses
1"7-1"9) to leave their plush offices, air-conditioned
tractors, or factories and return to dirt farming. It
seems more reasonable to consider God's words to
Adam and Eve a preview of the natural consequences of their sinfulness rather than a divine
curse on manhood and womanhood. The situation
is quite similar to the one which arose when Israel
wanted a king. God, through Samuel, told the
Israelites what would happen when they got a king
(1 Sam. 8:10-18). They were forewarned of the
inevitable results of their folly, not placed under
divine opprobrium because of it.
There are legal sanctions against women in the
OId Testament. The Law of Moses contained
clauses (e.g. Deut. 22:13-21) which violate the
moral sensibilities as well as the laws of today. I
am persuaded, however, that such ordinances do
not represent a divine approval or requirement for
discrimination against women. Jesus told the Jews
(Matt. 19:8) that, because of the hardness of their

The same logic that would require women to be ruled
by men would also require women to forego anesthesia ¡n
childbirth, and men to leave their plush offices or
factories and return to dirt farming.

hearts, Moses allowed Jewish men to get what
we might call a "no-fault" divorce (Deut. 24:1).
Such a statute was, according to Christ, contrary
to God's will and plan, but he permitted it to be
law. The not unrelated laws on subordination of
Jewish \¡/omen were quite possibly also by divine

impress the visitor favorably and be inoffensive to
"outsiders" (vss. 23-25). It was in this context of
doing things "decently and in oïdeï" (vs. 40) that
Paul commanded that women should not speak (the
context implies inspired preaching or prophecy) in

the assembly (vs. 34). It was "shameful for a
woman to speak in church" (vs. 35). Surely it was
In the New Testament, there is applied to not shameful in the eyes of the Lord. If it had
Christian marriages a principle of husbandly been, the Holy Spirit simply would not have
preeminence which transcends the temporal or provided wornen with the gift of prophecy (1 Cor.
physical relationship entirely. In the spiritual 11:5) or speaking in tongues. It seems inescapable
conjugal relationship (not to be mistaken for that shame was registered in the minds of men and
marriages between nonbelievers or a Christian and \ryomen because of the cultural situation. It has
a nonbeliever [1 Cor. 7:I2-L6l ), the husband is been suggested that Corinthian women might have
the head of the wife (1 Cor. 11:3; Eph. 5:23). had aparticularlygreatobstacletoovercome. Pagan
Paul did not understand it: the spiritual marriage worship in their city included cultic prostitution:
relationship was a "great mystery" to him (Eph. therefore, the primary mental association Corinconcesslon.

5:32). That the husband's headship does not apply thians may have made between women and religious
to the physical side of the marriage was made clear services would indeed have been a shameful one!
18
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Other Pauline teachings on women's submission process, however, is salvation and God's glorification
can also be interpreted as espousals of a spiritual (Heb. 12:3-1-1-; 1Pet. 1:6-9; etc.), so we can only
husband-wife relationship, or wamings against say "God be praised."
giving offense.2 For example, Paul told Titus that
Summarizing, the views expressed thus far have
women should be submissive to their husbands been drawn from the Scriptures as commands,
"that the word of God may not be discredited" necessary inferences, or approved examples. The
(Tit. 2:5). If it were divine "law" that women be approach reconciles an apparent contradiction
submissive, that would be all the explanation Paul between the teaching to be servants to all (Matt.

need offer. But he clearly stated the reason 2O:26-28;23:LL;Phil.2:3-7;etc.),tobesubjectto
for submission: to avoid bringing discredit onthe one another (Eph. 5:2L\, and the equality of all
word. Slaves also were to be submissive "so that who are in Christ (Gal. 3:28) on the one hand; and

r"
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Both slaves and w¡ves were to submit, not to a divine
ordinance but to a human institution. God permitted Christians
to suffer at the hands of these human institutions, viz.
Roman imperialism, slavery, and patriarchy.

God" (Tit. 2:L0). Elsewhere Paul exhorüed slaves domination on the other. The resolution comes in
to be submissive "so that the name of God and the an understanding of the historical and scriptural
teaching may not be defamed" (1 Tim. 6:1). context of the teachings on submission. The
Certainly slavery was not a doctrine or teaching of submission of women (or slaves ot &ny Christian)
God, and I contend neither was submission of to human authority is required: (1) to avoid
wives per se. The "doctrine,." "teaching," or bringing discredit on the church, (2) to keep from
"tryord" was the gospel message which might be offending potential converts, (g) to encourage
discredited by socially unacceptable behavior of its godly discipline, and (4) to emulate Christ, the

proclaimers.

Suffering Servant.

3:1-6, But human institutions, cultural values, and the
he urged wives to be submissive, especially to social order continually change. Logically, the
nonbelieving husbands. (This wifely submission to requirement for submission to a human institution
a nonbeliever cannot be the same as required by witl ¿le along with the institution. For example,
the mysterious headship of husbands in Christian we should no longer condone slavery or urge it as a
marriages.) The admonition to wives comes in a ,,scriptural practice.,' It has passed from the
very revealing context. In 1 Peter 2:13, Peter historicalsceneoroutofsocialandlegalacceptance.
urged all Christians to "be subject for the Lord's But the question remains: What is the Christ-like
Peter also spoke of submission. In 1 Peter

sake to every human institution." He expanded
this by saying they should honor the emperor and
"all men" (2:t7). He told slaves to be submissive
to their masters even if they were cruel (2:1-8).
They were to submit to the "human institution" of
slavery because submission was the example which
Christ had set, submitting even to death at the
hauds of his own creation! (Paul exhorted Christians to the same self-abasement in Phil. 2:5-8.)
Chapter 3 of 1 Peter starts out "likewise, you
wives be submissive." "Likewise" must refer to
the similarity of the wives' and slaves' situation.s
Both were to submit not to a divine ordinance, but
to a human institution. God permitted Christians
to suffer at the hands of these human institutions,
uiz. Roman imperialism, sìavery, and patriarchy.
Peter said that some might even suffer according to
God's will (1 Pet. 3:L?;4:19). The question of evil
and pain is difficult, but this much seems clear:
God allows, even requires submission to, certain
bhings which are wrong morally and, in the short
term, detrimental. The outcome of the disciplining

response to the ferment which has arisen over the
submission of women?

Even without the Equal Rights Amendment,
equality and nondiscrimination are the law of the
land; but cultural values and proprieties cannot be
legislated or changed by fiat. Whether one considers
it right or \ryrong, he or she must admit that strong
sentiment still exists for a male-dominated social
and religious structure and against full, equal
parbicipation by women. Therefore, I feel that
Chrirti^r, women must be sensitive tothenormative
practices (traditions, if you please) in their particuhr location, and constantly cognizant of their
own motivations. If the local custom requires
silence, then submission requires silence. If it
violates the principle of submission for a woman to
assume leadership roles in a given culture, the
action is scripturally suspect.
For Christian men, a soul-searching scriptural
study may also be in order, with Paul's admonition
(Corttíttuetl ort ¡t. !7 )

the desirable model. Through Erikson's
writings we lind a pattern in which pnst,
presenl, and future, introspection and action, intellect and f'eeling, are balanced. In
this good man there is no partialness, no
denying ol aspects of oneself, no attempt
to cut olf part ol one's personhood. In the
end it is the holistic nature of generative
man which makes him the most appropriate good man lor modernity.

By ßabbíe Lee Ê{olley
Readers are invtted to submit revìews to Mrs. Holley,
al 1508 Ëphesus Church Rd., Chapet Hill,
North Carolina 27514.

GENERATIVE MAN: PSYCHOANALYTIC PERSPECTIVES,
by Don S" Browning (Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1913).
Reviewed by Flerbert A, Marlowe, fr"
"Psychoanalysis is a cultural force to
day giving large numbers of people their
basic self-understanding" (p. 42). Upon
this brief thesis Don Browning. associate
professor at the University of Chicago,
has constructed one of the most well-written and substantive works of recent years.
By examining psychoanalysis as a world

a weltanschauung, Bror.vning hers
raised rnajor issues lor the Christian
church, which lor the past 2,000 years
view,

has also been a cultural force giving large

numbers of people their basic mode ol
self understanding, and whether this vision, especially the visíon ol the "good"
man, can be incorporated within Chris
tian thought, are two major questions
raised by Generative Man. ln this commentary on the conclusions ol Generaîive

Man we shall summarize Browning's
views and then sketch preliminary
answers to the two questions raised

Browning's evident preference lor the
Erikson model, it will be the only one
reviewed in further detail. Psychological
man, dionysian man, and the productive

personality all fall short of Browning's
standards in one aspect or another.
Generative man most closely approxi-

mates Browning's criteria for the good
man in modernity. FIe linds in Erikson's
model the attributes of balanced
autonomy, capacity

lor meaningl'ul

play,

complementary initiative (interdependent
action as opposed to clependent or ind+
pendent activities), ability to accept
limitations, and capacity for intirnacy and

love. Furthermore, Browning a¡rpreciates
the ability of generative man to "regulate
his life through a constant dialogue be
tween the'l' (the highest level ol personal
and historical consciousness) and the
deeper processes of ordering which eome

forth from man's ohild and

animal

Browning examines the thought of lour
leading psychoanalytic thinkers: Phillip

nature" (pp. I79-l80).
In Browning's opinion the appropriate.
ness of generative man lor our time is

Rieflf, Norman Brown, Erich Fromm, and
Erik Erikson. He also briefly considers
the thought
Heinz Hartman and

that "human strength and maturity, or
generativity, come not so much lrom victory âs f'rom synthesis generative

Robert White. The question he ¿rsks of'
each theoretician is, "What is the emerg-

man is one who recognizes ancl includes

above.

of

ing psychoanalytic vision ol the good man
in the context of modernity? " (p.l 1).

To answer this question the author
reviews Rieff"s psychological man,
Brown's dionysian man, Fromm's ploductive personality and Erikson's generative man. Browning finds only Erikson's
generative man to be an adequate model
ol the "good" man in our time. Because ol
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within his higher aflirmations the deeper
untrustworthy, humitiating, limiting, inleriority-producing, and lragmenting
dimensions of lile" (p. 180). Finally, fbr
generative man the purposo of lile is "to
be lound in the encl of' life
. as it ex-

presses

.
itseli in maturity

and

generativity" (p. l8l).
It is this "balancecl-ness" about generative m¿ln that draws Browning to him as

In the beginning we noted Browning's
thesis that psychoanalysis, as a way ol
thinking about (i.e., conceptualizing and
understanding) the world, is an emerging
force that provides sell-comprehension
for many people. One cannot deny this.
The more important issues are (l ) the influence of the psychoanalytic vision and
(2) the question as to whether the psychoanalytic vision can lre correlated with

the Christian vision. We will

examine

each issue in turn.
One ol the realizations of the church in

the past decade is that it exists as a
minority in a post-Christian age. The
force which the Christian church has exerte<l for the last 2,000 years in shaping
man is
the sell-understanding
seemingly on the wane. Whether the current evangelical renaissance will stem this
tide is yet an unanswered question. Given

of

that the Christian paradigm is at

least

under serious challenge, we must admit
that psychoanalysis has already sha¡red
much ol' our self'-understanding. Concepts such as the unconscious, infantile
sexuality, rcpression, and sup¡rression are
common. We "just naturally" understand
ourselves as cont¡rlex beings witlt genetic
and environmental determinanfs un-

consciously affecting us. We cannot
challenge the fact that psychoanalysis has

infiuenced even those in the Christian
community. The question of ultimate
degree is not answerable at this time. The

most we can say is that it is a significant
lorce which cannot be ignored by those
concerned with the visions shaping peo*
ple's livas.

We can best approach the question of

correlation

of'the lwo visions, ¡rsy-

choanalysis and Christianity, by examining thc "correlability" ol gcnerativc man,
the locus ol Browning's book, with the
good rnan ol Christian faith, Jesus Christ.
We lind in both Jcsus ancl generative man
that concern lor balancing past, present,
and future. Christ reverences the past (his

Iterbcrt ^4.. Marbu,e, Jr. teaches i¡t thc I;'k¡rida Mental
IIealtÌt IrlsLitute where he is a canttidate [or the Ph.D.

comments on the law), lives in the present (his love lor eating and drinking), and
stands lor the luture ("in my Father's

tleE ce.

house"), Jesus never lost hrs awareness of

the child in himsell (remember his
allinity tbr children). And, ol course,
there is Christ's capacity for love'
We need not pursue the similarities to
say that we find in Jesus that holistic ar
titude toward lile, that relusal to segment
his lile into the compartments of his era,

that same attitude which

characterizes

generative man. Jesus railed against the
"sunday Christians" ol A.D. 30, the compartmentalized ones. One linds no record
that he spoke against that age's generative
men. Within the Christian framework we
can extend and expand the concept ol
generative man to be a word of the Lord
to our time. Generative man, while not
arising from Christian theology and while
certainly not large enough a construct to
encompass all that is Christ, can be ap
propriated by the church without violence
to either the psychoanalytic vision that
produced it or the Christian tradition
which incorporates it. Just as the Chris-

tian church throughout its history

has

gathered in current cultural symbols and
then extended them through the Chris-

(Continued from

p.

tianization of the symbol, so it can aP
propriate generative man as a viable,
responsible mode of expressing the gospel
to our time.

Let us note by illustration how this
reinterpretation and extension can occur
with two ol the more problematic characteristics ol generative man. One facet of
this model man is that generativity comes
from a synthesis of the lragmenting
dimensions

ol life with

also be viewed as the recognition by
generative man

of the brokenness

ol

humanity and the acceptance of this fragmentation as healed and assimilated by
the grace ol God.

A

second illustration focuses on the
purposes of life. One could accuse generative man of being totally self-centered,
building his life around generativity. The
crux of the reinterpretation lies in what

'no conflict existed. In the present
I believe that the human institution of

situation,
male dominance is being dismantled in society at
Iarge. This witl come more and more quickly as an
awareness is generated and cultural resistance is
Iowered - just as women's suffrage and other
social movements have fed on their successes.
Within the Christian realm, there is a growing
uneasiness that perhaps half of the celebrants
are being required, because of a misunderstanding
of the Scriptures (or the hardness of some hearts),
to be less than God intended for them to be. Such
would not only be unscriptural; it is antiscriptural.

Il

we

limit it to

one's personal maturity, or even to the
production of children, then we have a

subChristian view ol human teleology.
Il, on the other hand, we mean personal
maturity und lhe lull growth and develop
ment of one's children and ¡he attempt to
create a legacy that adds to the quality ol
lile for future generations and the attempt to discern and obey the will ol God,
then we have a delìnition compatible with
the Christian tradition. It is by the incorporation ol the characteristics ol genera-

tive man into a Christian framework that
the gospel is extended into modern
thought.

It is the responsibility ol the church to
continuously express a vision, an ultimate
understanding, of what the "good" man
and the "good" society are to be. Generative man is a useful starting point lor
moderns.

It is within the power of the

church to offer the reinterpretation rq
quired to empower generative man with
the grace of Christ and proclaim it as a
normative vision for our time.
¡
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to the Ephesians (5:8-10) as thetouchstone: "Walk
and try to learn what is
as children of light
pleasing to the Lord." If a man finds the maledominant system to be merely culturally derived,
I feel he should work to eliminate it. Within the
constraints of his own subjection to human institutions and authority (such as vested in elderships),
he should try to remove or mitigate all that is
oppressive and demeaning in the present order.
Just what specific course of action this may
require is not readily apparent to me. What could
a non-slave Christian do during that period of the
slavery controversy when the institution was under
attack but still the iaw of the land? Submission to
human authority required one response, while
compassion urged another. Once slavery was
abolished,

man's higher

potentialities. Synthesis could be interpreted as a denial of Christ's victory over
sin by its (sin) incorporation and aflirmation within oneself. But synthesis may

generativity signilies to us.

l. It is my belief that many of the scriptural

teachings

about the obligations and role of Christians are meant for
Christians only and have no force on the world at large.
This specificity would also apply to the biblical rulings on

the role of Christian women. Although personally an
important concept, this opinion has no real bearing on the
present issue.

2. The passage in I Timothy 2 which deals among other
things with women being silent and not teaching or usurping
authority demonstrates the problems frequently encountered in a strictly legalistic approach to the women's issue.
It is fairly easy to hold the line on women not teaching men
(with some question on what constitutes "teaching" and a
'ìman"), but there is considerable confusion on what level
of silence meets the command to be silent. Probably in all
assemblies, women may sing. Sometimes they even take a
musical lead to ask a question ("Who saved us from eternal
loss?") which violates the letter if not the spirit of I Corinthians 14:35 and 1 Timothy 2:12. The same passage in
I Timothy 2 which requires women's silence also desires
that "men should pray lifting up holy hands" (vs. 8) and

that women should avoid the wearing of jewelry

and

expensive clothes (vs. 9). These latter points apparently
have been dismissed as cultural practices or proscriptions
for a particular time or situation. Whatever the reasoning,
in most of our assemblies, one may be certain of seeing

many more pearls, cliamonds, ealrings, ancl line

dresses

than upraised hands.
3. It seems much more than coincidental that subjection
by women or wives, and submission by slaves, are discussecl

together in four different passages (Eph.
anä I Pet. 2,3).

5

'

6; Col.

3;'lit.2;

!
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thank you fbr helping us reduce our

to a more manageable level.
On the other hand, it appears that
nrarry (nrost?) contributors to Mission
have rejectecl part or all of the Church
of ChLisf formula, but have put
together their own. A great deal of
stlul scalching and some cxperiencc
and observation have led us to believe
paranoia

that there is no formula, and

that

bit of Tower of
Babelism--an attempt to reach heaven
searching for one is a

Partner or Helper?

I would like to comment on "Woman in Genesis 1-3 " in tlie January
1977 issue. The word partner substi-

tuted for helper in Genesis 2:18
connotes the idea that marl and

woman are equal in all respects in their
relationship. I do not feel "partner" is

a

suitable word-substitute for helper
it is used in Genesis
2:lB, implies that the woman is to
because helper, as

fulfill the roie of beneficiaLy tr.¡ the
rnan accc¡r'ding to the purpose of her
creation.
A helpeL necessarily suborclinates

himself (or lierself)

1.o

sonle extctrt in

the carrying out of' ân act the
purpose of which is to help.

,A

sole

helper's

the use of tl-re media, I was neverthe less
irritated somewhat by his aLticle. I{e
speaks of watclúng a religious "extrava-

gafiza," a "gala affair" with irnaginatively staged "musical ¡ru¡nbers." This
slick, commercial packaging of the

gospel offered 'Just smiling

faces,

catchy 'gospel' sounds and an enter-

taining discourse which

seemingly

promised a rniracie a day." There was

no doubt in my rnind what he was
talking aboul -The Oral Roberts

"(ìoodtime Hour" on Sunday mornings. Imagine my surprise when I read

next: "Mainstream Churches of Christ
had finally come of media age." Yet
nowhere in this reactionary article clid
tlrere appear the name of the of{'ensive

role, while not lrecessarily one of

prclduction.

inferiority, is a role of

Now liow can Edwards expect me
to have a hame of referertce for such

assistance (Ps.

:l-2, Isa. 30:5). Wornan was
created as a helpel fit fbL man.-as a
121

person whose part irr living wiih man

statements concerning the production
as the following: "There is no hard
decision to make for or against. Anyolle can conìe to Christ, still clinging
to his false deities"? I always l.hought

could best benefit or assist the rnan" tr
do not see a partnership in the salle
way as a relationship in which one
person is to be a helper. In apartnership both members exist lor their
mutual and equal satisfaction, ancl one
member could rrot primarily fill tlìe
role of a lrelpeL.
Part of the ourse after the fiLst sin
was thai men were to have nlastery

that this type ol easy practice was
necessalily ruled out by the tenn
"Mainline Church o1' Clirist." Without
sLrpplyiug the name of the production
ancl the rlames of some of tlìese
"celebrity Chlistians," how can Mr.
E<lwarcls expect me to approach this

over women. wrile we may say it was
the result of a curse ancl not Gocl's

nratter frorn his viewpoint?
As I said at the beginning,

plan

foi men to lule

over women, I
feel we cannot go to the view that mcn
and wonlen are eclual partners as this

was

not

Gocl's oLiginal plan either.

Wornen were created to be helpers lbr
inen, not ec¡ual partners wtl.h nren in
tLreir earthly relaticlnship.
Nancy Malhìs

lrving, Texas

Nanre that She¡w
IJruce llclwards, Jr., in "'lhe Madison
Avenue Gospel" (Feb. issue), confused
rather than enlightened me. While I

I

am

We believe tl-rat what God realiy
f:<lr each of us to be authentic
and unique. Wrile that is a big order,
it's rtot nearly as confusing as trying to
wants is

live by rules that are sometimes in
conflict with the principles that
plecipitated the rules. We believe that
Jesus gave us a rnatrix for evaluating
our attitudes and actions in Mattherv
22 when he summed it all up in just
two commandments:
To love God, to give him the credit
for being God instead of taking that
oreclit ourselves" or giving it to
someone else or to some religious
or politicai system . . . and
To strike a balance betrveen loving
others ancl loving ourselves.
With these iwo principles as our
only "absolutes," we have found that
we at'e not so ternptecl to lre "carriecl

about wil.h every wind

ol

cloctline."

Even st'r, we still have periodic attacks
of egotisrn, selfìshness, anxiety, unfàirness, whatever. IJul withGocl's forgiveness antl each clther's, there is jr:y along
the way- and a greateL iile beyond.
Even thclugh we'Le not always in
peLl'e

ct

witli tlie

agreentent

Cl.rurches of ChList.

Hany ancl Rita
Dale Sin,pson

Denton, Texas

Reader Sunvey tritique
We find that ive oannot respond tcr
your lleader Survey (F eb. '77) witl'rout
a qualilying statenìent fbr eaoh check
mark. Instead, rve off'er the following
critique and otheL cc¡mments.
Mission Lras helped us to kuow that
there aLe otlieLs who have discovered
that ouL Correct Doctrine may not be
flawless. af'teL all, and that much ol

what we'ie doing in the nante ol

basically with his sentiment regarding

Christianity is really egotistical, marripulaiive, ancl self-Lighteous. So we

views

presented in Missir¡n, we appreciate
what you'r'e cloing for those who ale
seeking trutl, , both in ancl clut of

confirsed.

was able

to pick up what he was
writing about, ancl while I agree

by our own efforts.

I

A Flace for

Iot

tr.ouclcs

Spr:ings, Ar kansas

lMünds?

Within Paul's rnetaphor of'the Chris"

lian as warrior, we acadeurics belong
to ChList's espionage ring, doing ouL
par I in the battle by going beìrind
eneniy lines, entering the world and
learning fo speak the [anguage of
I'Lumanisrn as r.vell or better than the
non-Christi¿ins. The greatest risk of
this occupation ls ¡tot so much being
cluglit, but losing our real "new clealure" selves in the masquerade, becoÍl1(Continued on back page)

Notes on Swallowing a Camel

The case for treating Scripture scripturally
suffe¡ed a setback at Harding Graduate School
recently. The occasion was a Preachers Forum on
the role of women. The "pro-woman" speech was
made by Ira North of Madison, Tennessee, and the
opposition by Rubel Shelly of Freed-Hardeman
College. The difference between the two men's
positions is that Ira is funny and Rubel very
serious; both essentially stated the "anti-" position
on leadership roles for women.
Brother Rubel's interpretation of 1 Corinthians
tI:4-6 was highly creative, but hard to swalloweven on his own avowedly conservative grounds.
His first presupposition is that all the bits and
pieces of Scripture are harmonizable. Revelation is
safely confined to the considerable organizational,
systematic capacities of Rubel's mind.
But what happens when this presumption tries
to deal with the familiar conflict between this
passage, rirtrictr tells women how they should pray
or prophesy, and l" Corinthians 14:34, which
counsels silence? Conservatives have followed
several lines in such cases, in their attempt to
respect the text as it stands. Apparent conflicts
may be the result of a textual problem, and if so
we cannot be dogmatic in interpretation; there
may be different background situations which
require different teaching; we simply may be
ignorant of everything that was going on. One

does

not have to resort to the rather arbitrary

charge that biblical writers were simply wrong in
one place or the other, in order to face the jars and
clashes

of Scripture.

But if our primary presumption is that the
details of Scripture as we have it must all be
harmonized, the above options are not attractive.
Revelation cannot be contradictory; and admitting
inadequate knowledge is no way to defend the
mainline position on women. Because these gnats
are being strained at, we are served up a camel.
Rubel suggests that Paul is not telling women how
to pray and prophesy in lL:4-6. He is using
irony to say just the opposite! "What?" the
apostle asks incredulously. "Would you imagine a
woman praying or prophesying? Why, that's as
ridiculous as shaving her hea{-neither practice is
to be countenanced." (Now øe are incredulous.)
The problem raised by all this is deeper than
poor exegesis. It allows us to decide in advance
what Scripture can or cannot do, and to swallow
whatever necessary to make it happen. This
approach betrays the invigorating challenge of
dealing with Scripture in its rugged, natural state
for a few pieces of consistency. It is a tendency to
sell the text as it stands for the pottage of modem,
extra-biblical canons of logic. It is not worüh
the price.

-RD

1710 W. Airport Freeway
lrving, Texas 75062

sonle too conservative, a few too
liberal, and some loo technical for
where I am now.

(Continued.fk¡m p. 22)

ing victims of excessive rationalism.
If we love our humanist brothers,
our empathy will bring us close enough
to catch at least a minor case of exis-

tentialist depression. Where do we
go for healing when we lose touch
with the healthy Christian joy of
faith? Our humanist friends offer
commiseration and/or romanticism as
cure for our contradictions. The price,
however, is that we should shed ourselves of "religious illusions." We

turn to our Christian brothers, and
instead of receiving nurturing consolation, we are suspected of deserting
the Cause.

It seems to me that the C of C goal
to "speak where the Bible speaks and
keep silent where the Bible is silent"
should be the inspiring guide to allow

maximum Christian community

and

love, with minimum discrimination
over individual discrepancies of interpretation.

I prayed this morning that the Spirit
would teach me how to keep my integrity before God who gave me my mind,
without alienating me from my Christian brothers and sisters. You all must
surely have struggled with this same
crucial question; any advice or consolation?
Tamis Hoover
Palo Alto, Calif.

lmpressed With Art lssue
Mission-how very much I enjoy it
and wish I could keep my copies, but
it needs to be passed to others to enjoy.
I liked especially the issue on "Chris-

tianity and the Arts" (March '77) and
also the lovely cover. I thought it
most impressive for such an issue.
I was saddened to hear of the death
this month of H. R. Rookmaaher, a
leading Christian art historian. He was

professor

at the Free University of

Amsterdam and a læader of the Dutch

L'Abri Fellowship, He, too,

Maine

Thanks for Two Good Years
Sit back and relax-this is strictly
a fan letter. As I was fìlling out the
reader survey in the February Missbn,

I
I

was prompted 1o comment on what
have lound in this, my second con-

secutive year ol subscribing.

I like to think

that

I

Thanks, and continued success.
lvlartha Haynes
Dallas, Texas

woulcl

have appreciated Mission, March 1977 .
Mary Brown Dalz.ell

Kittery,

But always, in the midst of it all,
ltnd Missirln trying to be fair to all
sides, even adding a little levity at
times when we all take ourselves and
our viewpoints to the extreme. To
keep this type of perspeclive in a
pretty progressive publication (for us
Church of Christ folk) is essential, I
think, for encouraging new horizons.
There are many (yea, many) days
when I feel I will succumb and be a
statistical drop-<lut. But as long as I
know that there are still people out
there (and Missk¡n) who are looking
il straight in the eye, then I will still
be willing t<-r give it my besl shot, too.

I

Building Up Urged
When l4¡ssron first began, I had
'hopes
lrigh
that its overall impact
would be positive. While some of the
articles have been truly outstanding,
I believe that, as a general rule, the
journal has undermined biblical authority, hindered world evangelism,
fostered cynicism, and weakened the
Church of Christ.

am learning

How

I

wish this journal would turn

never considered myself

a

"biblical intellectual." Therefore,

I

its great talent to building up instead
of tearing down. What a tragedy that
the Church of Christ has become

really appreciate what I judge to be an
h<-rnest attempt by you to keep things
in balance. I am challenged to think
about and consider other viewpoints-

Mission's Public Enemy Number One.
Satan must surely be pleased!
Howard Wayne Norton
Sao Paulo, Brazil

and growing all the time-in all areas-

but I've

